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TRNProtect the health of poor
Sandiya
0006605074/TD- tribals by contributing to a fund
0007233281
for out-patient treatment at the
Gudalur Adivasi Hospital

Success

14-Sep-2017

TRNProtect the health of poor
Maran
0006605074/TD- tribals by contributing to a fund
0007233281
for out-patient treatment at the
Gudalur Adivasi Hospital

Success

15-Sep-2017

TRNProtect the health of poor
Kutti
0006605074/TD- tribals by contributing to a fund
0007233281
for out-patient treatment at the
Gudalur Adivasi Hospital

Success

15-Sep-2017

Sandiya is a 9 year old girl
Ishwarya
studying in Vidhyodaya. Her
mother works in the same
school. Sandiya is a brilliant
child and shows deep interest in
theater. She flashed a wide
smile when her mother spoke
about her stage performances.
She enjoys studying and
playing with her friends. She
had visited Ashwini for common
cold in the month of April and
the mother confirmed that they
did not pay anything to the
clinic. Sandhiya is now doing
fine while having access to
good healthcare and great
education system.
Maran's house was the most
Ishwarya
difficult to locate. The house or I
would rather say a tiny hutment
was on the top of the forest and
a good 45 min trek wading
through forests was an
experience; makes us think
about the kind of inaccessibility
that the tribes face. Maran is
extremely diabetic. He visits
Ashwini to take his treatement
but with his health deteriorating,
he is unable to keep up. The
health inspectors from Ashwini
visit him regularly. He confirmed
that he visited Ashwini in the
month of May and did not pay
any fees. Maran has his own
little coffee plantation that he
send it to the village to grind. He
belongs to the Katunayaka tribe
- one of the most backward
adivasi tribes after the Paniya. It
took a lot to convince these
tribes including Maran to access
healthcare that is available to
them. One of the most
interesting thing during the visit
was that the local ayurvedic
experts and Maran have used
herbs to create a drink which
keeps his insulin in control, an
alternative to insulin injections.
Not sure of the results yet but
yes, the forest teaches you
ample.
Kutti belongs to the
Ishwarya
Nalambakottai tribe, one of the
most developed tribe to be
honest. However, the steps to
reach the village are extremely
steep (extremely being an
understatement). Kutti was
carrying rice back home on his
head and slipped on those
steps and broke his neck. He
was in the hospital for 2 months
and is getting better now. Kutti
was not available and we met
his wife Kempa. Kempa clearly
did not remember whether Kutti
went to the hospital but we
cross checked the same with
the hospital records. Kutti is a
father of two, and does some
cultivation in a tiny piece pf
lands he owns.
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TRNProvide dental hygiene for poor Ganeshan
0006621048/TD- tribals by supporting a fund for
0007250274
dental care at the Gudalur
Adivasi Hospital

Success

14-Sep-2017

Ishwarya

TRNSave lives by reimbursing a
Mani
0006611569/TD- fund set up to provide
0007240206
emergency support to patients

Success

14-Sep-2017

TRNSponsor 10 meals for the
Kala
0006516701/TD- caretakers of patients and tribal
0007128126
paramedic students at the
Gudalur Adivasi Hospital

Success

14-Sep-2017

TRNSponsor 10 meals for the
Chathi
0006516194/TD- caretakers of patients and tribal
0007127469
paramedic students at the
Gudalur Adivasi Hospital

Success

14-Sep-2017

Dental care was clearly ignored
in the tribal communities.
Ashwini has been able to create
awareness regarding dental
health and one such beneficiary
is Ganesh. Ganesh who is 26
years old had a severe infection
in his upper jaw and was
brought to the hospital by the
health inspectors. Most of the
health issues, including dental
are identified by Ashwini's
health inspectors and push
them to come to the hospital
and treat themselves. Ganesh
who was in extreme pain is now
happy. There was a complete
dental procedure and medical
follow ups for Ganesh. The
health inspectors did not let
Ganesh miss his follow ups,
smirked Ganesh! He was been
now referring people to take
care of their dental health in the
community
Mani was unavailable since he
was not well. Mani is a 25 year
old youth who was detected
with extreme hypertension.
Ammini, his guardian spoke
about how worried she was
because Mani used to collapse
and used to be unconcious for
long periods of time. Mani was
taken to Ashwini and since this
was a major case, they had
referred him to Calicut hospital.
Mani is now recovering. Ammini
confirmed that they did not pay
fees during the time Mani was
admitted at Ashwini. Mani and
Ammini belong to the Paniya
community which is considered
to be the least developed tribes.
They were slaves before the
independence period and
Ammini is thankful to have
access to healthcare
irrespective of the community
they belong to
Kala recently became a mother
and she is extremely happy
about it. She loves her child
more than her dear life. She
enjoys playing and watching the
child grow. She has big plans
for her child and has promised
herself to give the child access
to best education and health
care. He delivery was taken
care by Ashwini and it was a
normal delivery. Her mother had
a huge relief on her face while
Kala was talking about how
easy it was for her! Kala and
her mother confirmed that they
were provided food free of cost
during their stay at Ashwini.
Kala had to stay over a week in
the hospital and did regular
follow ups for ante-natal care.
Chathi is old and has severe
asthma issues. He was
admitted in the hospital and
Lakshmi his wife confirmed that
they were provided meals
during their stay at Ashwini.
Chathi is getting better now
however old age is catching up
for him.

Ishwarya

Ishwarya

Ishwarya
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MDO-0124/58

Provide nutrition for an under
nourished poor tribal child

Srividhya

Success

14-Sep-2017

MDO-0124/59

Provide nutrition for an under
nourished poor tribal child

Ragesh

Success

14-Sep-2017

MDO-0124/153

Provide nutrition for an under
nourished poor tribal child

Hariksrihnan

Success

15-Sep-2017

Srividhya has a troubled
Ishwarya
childhood as her father is
extremely alcoholic and is least
bothered about the family. She
was a malnourished child. She
has seen domestic abuse first
hand and feels extremely
scared of her father. She has a
sibling too. He mother is a string
woman and is extremely
determined to provide nutrition
to her children. She collects
green gram, sattumavu and
eggs (since Srividhya loves it)
from the area center and
ensures Srividhya consumes it.
The health insepctors from
Ashwini regulalrly monitor the
weight and maintain a growth
chart. Srividhya studies in SSA
school and wants to become an
engineer.
Ragesh is one of the most
Ishwarya
mischievious child in class. He
studies in SSA school and loves
mathematics. We met Ragesh
and his mother in the school
and she confirmed that they
collect pulses and sattumavu
from the area center every
month.Her mother stongly
believes that the progress in
Ragesh's health is because of
the nutritionalsupplements.
Ragesh absolutely loves
sattumavu drink.
Hariksrishnan's parents were
Ishwarya
the most delighted during the
visit. Harikrishnan was an
extremely malnourished child
and the progress has been
great. They regularly collect
green gram and Sattumavu and
the parents are now delighted
when Hari actively runs around
and plays with his friends. Hari
loves climbing trees and enjoys
playing with his friends.

